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Evacuation Plan  
District Three Community Auditorium 

 

In the event of a fire or building evacuation, persons 
should move from the building by using the closest exits 
marked throughout the auditorium (labeled A—L). 

 

Persons on the staging area should exit the back door 
and go down the steps to the Cherry Hill Road parking lot 
(exit A) or to the courtyard of Broome High School (BHS) 
You may also exit through the side door (exit J) assem-
bling in the front parking lot.  

 

Persons in floor seating should evacuate from exits B, D, I 
and K.  Those individuals who utilize exits B and D will 
then be able to access exit C where the canopy is lo-
cated. Assemble in the courtyard of BHS or the parking lot 
behind the auditorium.  Individuals utilizing exits I and K 
will assemble in the front parking lot of BHS. 

 

Persons in the raised seating of the auditorium, the me-
chanical room or the sound room may evacuate utilizing 
exits D, G, H and I.  Individuals who are seated closer to 
the back of the auditorium should access exits G and H. 
This will require you to go down a flight of stairs. Evacuate 
the building utilizing exit E (from G) or exit I (from H).  
Those persons who utilize exit E will evacuate to the 
courtyard of BHS. Those who utilize exit I will assemble in 
the front parking lot of BHS. 

 

Persons in the lobby will evacuate utilizing exits L or F.  
Persons who leave from exit L will assemble in the front 
parking lot of BHS.  Individuals using exit F will utilize exit 
E, evacuating to the courtyard of BHS. 

 

Persons sitting on the left side of the building should ac-
cess exits A, B, C, D, E, F, G or L based on proximity to 
where one is located at the time of evacuation.  Those in-
dividuals sitting on the right of the auditorium should ac-
cess exits H, I, J, K or L based on proximity to where one 
is located at the time of evacuation. 

 
Please see map for evacuation routes. 
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